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Strengths Weaknesses

● Good support: test is widely used by clinicians and researchers, and also 
used extensively to aid in the selection of employees for jobs that require fine 
and gross motor dexterity and coordination; due to this, there is a 
considerable amount of research available in support of its use in clinical 
practice and scientific research.

● Strong reliability as aging marker. There are a number of studies that provide 
age-valued norms.

● Good operability. Low complexity level. No special training is required for use 
and interpretation, although it is recommended. The manual provides 
detailed directions, scoring, and referenced norms across the lifespan.

● Good inter-patient adaptability. The ranges are optimally standardized; thus, 
it can be used in a wide variety of patient populations where dexterity is of 
concern. 

● Good transferability. The mental tests would have a similar value in a variety 
of different health-related implementations, including measurements of 
functional age in panels.

● Studies have suggested that group administration may lead to increased 
competitiveness and knowledge of scores can create a situation where 
subjects try to beat previous scores,  thus relativizing the results.

● No fully integrated approach that can easily collect a variety of different data 
points from human participants.

Opportunities Threats

● Identifying the biological correlates of late life cognitive function is important 
for developing  treatments to help reduce, age-related cognitive decline.

● To develop a low-cost, modular touch screen device for integrating multiple 
cognitive & biometric assessment technologies.

● To develop statistical models and functional age calculation algorithms.

● Expensiveness and complexity of MRI analysis
● Non accurate writing tests

Neurological Biomarkers: SWOT Analysis
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